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dover to the lake and we found them to to a meal at Lake View Camp, of which six o ’clock, the larger one weighing seven
be well acquainted with all the fishing A. W. Thomas is proprietor, we anxiously pounds tw o ounces and the smaller one
five pounds four ounnees. The larger one
What a flood of pleasant recollections grounds, willing, obliging and anxious to awaited the arrival of Tommy French’ s
steamer, which was to convey us to our was a remarkably lively fish, at times
these few words will awaken in the minds gratify our wishes.
sulky, and a determined fighter. Twice he
A t Andover we learned the ice •had destination, Upper Dam.
of certain gentlemen whenever mentioned
While waiting we learned that Tommy ran around a snag at the bottom of the
in their hearing or caught by their eye, broken up in the lakes, which naturally
the lake, and was each time loosened by
for the trip to Rangeley was replete with hastened our departure, so we left with French and his brother constructed every
such solid enjoyment that it was firmly out delay and once more seated in that part of the steamer from the engine to the careful management. Finally he was tow 
ed into very deep water, and after a con
impressed on their minds. It was really wonderful Maine buckboard, we started hull, and this was all accomplished on a
test of half an hour he tired sufficiently to
one of those bright spots during a man’s on our journey of twelve miles to the lake. lake in the forest of Maine, twenty-nine
roll upon his side and be netted. The
life whose memory is always green and As we entered the evergreen forest we bid miles from a railroad and base of supplies,
next fish hooked was the smaller one, and
which he loves to ponder over in his quiet good-bye t o villages, farms and Sunday surely Tommy is an enterprising fellow,
and drank in drafts of pure mountain air, as we later learned when we met him, and the struggle with him began within five
hours.
minutes after the conclusion of contest
Our party proper consisted of Messrs. flavored with spruce balsam for which the worthy of more credit than is here given
with the other. The fish were beauties,
weary
body
and
overworked
brain
can
him
by
this
brief
mention.
We
had
not
•B. G. Ackerman, C. C. Akerman, E. E.
both as to shape and color, each being
find
no
better
tonic.
long
to
wait,
for
Tommy’
s
steamer
was
Suffern, J. B. Watkins leaving later and
The ride from Andover to the lake was soon seen wending her way between the males.
joining us at Upper Dam.
Charles C. Ackerman caught on the
It had been agreed between us early in a remarkably pleasant one, the road being island and through the floating ice, of
same
day five trout leaving the camp be
much
easier
and
in
better
condition
than
which
some
still
remained,
headed
off
our
April that we were to start for Rangeley
Lakes as soon as we learned the ice had we expected to find it, as the frost had landing, making her first trip of the sea fore breakfast and returning at 10 a. m.
The largest weighed five and three-quarter
disappeared, but as the days passed by. not yet all left the ground in that locality. son.
Our guides quickly loaded the luggage pounds.
the weather growing warmer and warmer, The sun was shining brightly and the air,
During the ten days’ stay of our party
and no word being received, the anxiety wafted by gentle breezes from the snow- Aihile we loaded ourselves on the steamer,
of the. trio increased correspondingly. covered peaks and icebound gorges of the and away we sailed up the lake ten miles we caught over tw o hundred trout, and
returned many that were not severely
Finally we decided to start at least for mountains, was cool and bracing. The to Upper Dam. It required a trifle over
hooked, aud weighing less than one and
horses
were
fresh
and
lively,
but
not
sufli
an
hour
for
us
to
reach
there
and
much
Andover and remain there, fishing the
small streams, until the ice in the lakes ciently so to require use of the rod of cor less time after our arrival to register as one-lialf pounds, to the lake. Frequently,
broke up, which usually occurs about the rection. The birds were singing merrily the first party of the season, and get set as we dropped one of them overboard, we
through the trees, and all Nature, waking tled in our respective rooms. This camp pittied those Nimrods who whip a stream
first week in May.
L'om daylight until dark and are very
We left New York city on the evening of from its winter sleep, together with the is so well and widely known it seems quite
much elated if theycatch one weighing
May 5th via Pall River Line, and in due easy swinging motion of that enchanting unnecessary for me to describe it. I will
half a pound, while with us it was the
time reached Boston, where, after a good Maine buckboard, contributed to make say, however, that it was constructed
exception to catch a half pound trout.
the
ride
one
long
to
be
remembered.
and
is
conducted
by
its
proprietor,
John
breakfast, we boarded a Maine Central
A t the round-up it was found we had
After traveling about three miles a halt Chadwick, with the purpose of affording
train, and promptly ou time was safely
landed in Portland. Here ample time was was made, and Mr. Thomas asked us if its patrons the best accommodations taken one trout weighing seven pounds,
afforded us to partake of our dinner be we would like to visit Devil’ s Gorge, circumstances will admit of. Not least tw o ounces, one six pounds ten ounces,
fore the train left for Rumford Falls. I which was on Black Brook, only a short among its many attractions, and one six pounds eight ounces, two five pound
flo not dwell upon the details of the trip distance front the main road. Our assent greatly admired and enjoyed, is the grand twelve ounces, tw o five pounds eight
to this point, as it was hurried, and no was readily given, and we were fully re old granite fireplace in the rear and ex ounces, one five pounds two ounces and
Occident occurred of interest, which may paid for our trouble by seeing a wild, tending across the entire hall. It is tw o of five pounds, not to mention anyMso be said of our journey to Rumford rushing, foaming torrent of water which about twenty feet in length and six feet in weighing less than five pounds. As they
Falls, which we reached at the proper evidently for centuries had been gradually height, while in its capacious depth full- were all spread out together preparatory
wearing away the solid rock untill a sized sticks of cordwood rests on massive to being packed in boxes of moss and ice
time.
On alighting from the train at this, channel, probably five hundred feet in ex ancient andirons weighing about three for shipment, on the morning of our de
With the hard parture, they certainiy presented a very
Point we were met by A. W. Thomas’ tent, is presented to view in the form of a hundred pounds each.
team, which we found in waiting, he hav- grand precipice, pools and eddies, all w ood merrily blazing above the hearth, attractive adpearance, one that would
teg been previously advised of our coming. located in a dense forest. This granite and a semicircle of easy armchairs in front gladden the heart of any angler. Some
Sut little time was lost in stowing us, as channel is worn by the action of the of it, a most cheerful and inviting place to old guides who viewed them said they
Well as our trunks, rod cases and grips, in violent waters into a variety of curious rest after the day’ s sport is provided, and never saw as fine a lot of fish taken from
one of those commodious Maine buck- shapes; in some parts rough aud ragged, under its beguiling influence many an ex the lake by any party before. Our largest
boards, purely a production of Yankee in others, smooth, with easy, graceful perience as well as -wonderful and doubtful fish and some single-day catches were
photographed by A. P. Rowell, engineer
lngenuity. In appearance it seemed to us lines, as though shaped by man; the whole stories are related.
Our trunks were unpacked, clothes at Belleyue Camp. In fact, this genial
s° heavy, cumbersome and stiff, that we forming a picture weird, wild and attrac
wore impressed with the idea of a jolting, tive—a spot where you long to linger and changed, rods prepared, and fishing begun gentleman was kept quite busy by our
louncing, disagreeable ride of seventeen wonder. But anxiety to reach the lake within an hour after our arrival; the sport party taking pictures of fish for us, which
holes to Andover. The exact reverse how- caused us to hasten away and muse of its began at the same time and continued dure he did in quite an artistic manner. Our
trip to Rangeley proved to be a decidedly
over, is just what we did experience, it beauties in our seats on that wonderful, ing our stay.
The first night in camp we made a pool, successful one. It must not be inferred that
Proved to be an extremly comfortable eon- captivating Maine buckboard.
The next halt was at Coldspring, which to be given to the guide of the boat catch large catches of trout can be made there
Veyance, the horses were sturdy and spirityet perfectly trustworthy, the roads is about midway between Andover and ing the largest fish next day. Charles C. at all times and that fair catches can be
the lake. Here both man and beast took Ackerman proved to be the lucky fisher made without working for them. Patience
fairly good, and the scenery attractive.
stopped at the Andover House, in a drink—of water, Maine being a prohibi man, as he landed a trout weighing five is required before they bite, skill and
ttle quiet little village of Andover, of tion State. The water was the purest of pounds and thirteen ounces, which requir proper tackle afterwards if you land the
touch A. W. Thomas is the proprietor, pure and the coldest of the cold; it really ed tw o hours of patient effort and skill to large ones.
We returned from the lakes over the
aQd enjoyed hearty meals and refreshing seemed colder than ice water, if such accomplish. His guide, Clayton Sweatt,
same route we chose in going, fully
sl(tep. Mrs. Thomas won our lasting re- possibly could be, and so pure it was al landed the pool.
I will not relate the details of each day’s satisfied in every particular, and filled
? ard by the tempting meals she fully most transparent. We decided the spring
with lingering memories of the glorious
demonstrated her ability to prepare. It was very appropriately named, and wish sport, for a very lengthy article would re
" as here our appetites began to sharpen, ed we had its water to drink in New York sult, as almost every day furnished an sport we had. On our arrival home it
^hich they continued to do until our re- instead of Croton. The hoi'ses as well as item of interest. I will merely mention was an additioual pleasure to witness the
tohn to business.
ourselves felt refreshed after a drink of some of the largest catches. B. G. Acker surprise and delight manifested by our
While at Andover we met and were in- this pure cold water and hastened along man made an extraordinary catch between friends who saw the trout we brought
tod uced to our guides,- secured for us in at a lively pace, running up the hills and the hours of 10 a. m. and 5 p. m. resting home with us from our trip to Rangeley.
^ Vance by A. W. Thomas, and a very being “ shooshoo” ed down them, as seems from twelve until two. He landed twentyQuimby D istrict.
touUernanly class of men they proved to to be the Maine custom, until before we four weighing thirty-nine pounds, the
Mr. C. F. Quimby has gone to Kennebago
’ thoroughly familiar with every detail were aware of it, the rippling surface of largest one weighing six pounds tw o for a few days fishing.
their calling and strictly attending to Souuh Arm, as it is locally known, or, ounces.
Miss Sadie Nutting returned to Farm
On the same day J. B. Watkins, he
th^lr
Mr. Thomas informed us geographically speaking, Lake Welockenington, Wednesday. She w ill spend a
Instantly having ai rived a few days before and
13 tons the rule rather than tho excep- nebacook, met our eyes.
week in Old Orchard before returning to
on with Andover guides, therefore it visions of the large trout we expected secured a large can of his favorite bait the Boston.
Gardenhackle,
also
made
an
unusual
catch
to
catch
in
its
mysterious
depths
came
'X be said of them, none are better, few
as good.
M ooselookm eguntic House.
floatiug through our minds, and our ride of fine-sized fish, the largest weighing five
Forty-four boarders just now. Fly-fish
-^Om guides consisted of George P. by team ended. Regretfuilv we parted and one-half pounds.
The last day we fished E. E. Suffern ing just beginning. One party caught fif
^temas, Clayton Sweatt, and Charles company with that deceptive, seductive
wton. They accompanied us from An Maine buckboard and after doing justice caught tw o trout before breakfast time teen trout in a short time Tuesday.
Our Trip to Rangeley.
BY ONE OF TH E PA R TY.

P h i l l ip s L o c a ls .

Bathing seems to be a fad.
Miss Myrtie Pratt was in Weld Sun
day.
Lewis Bowley, of Rangeley, was in town
last Saturday.
Mr. S. B. Wing callled on friends in
town last Tuesday.
The late hot weather has dried up flower
gardens very much.
Beedy’ s telegraph line from Farmington
is approaching slowly.
Miss Helen Searles, of Farmington, is
visiting friends in town.
The grounds around the Methodist
church are being grassed.
George Bangs, of Deering, has been
visiting relatives in town.
Mr. Jas. Sanborn,
of Farmington, was
V
in town one day last week.
Mr. Geo. Winter, of Kingfield, was in
town the first of the week.
Dr. C. W . Taggart of W'inthrop was in
town the first of the week.
Croquet appears to be the only game
played in town just at present.
The contractors of the water works are
having lots of material sent to town.
Mr. Lyman Bunnell has sold his Jersey
Bull, Lambert, to parties in Brighton.
Wilbur & Co. are displaying some nice
and pretty crockery in their show win
dow.
M. S. Hinkley is working on the line
bridge in Avon. He is to do the earth
filling.
S. Warren Bates has made a large hole
in his goods, since he advertised his closing
out sale.
Mr. Cony Alien, clerk in N!. P. Noble’ s
store, is spending his vacation inNorridgwock.
Drs. Lindsey and Hodges are at their
regular summer boarding place, Wm. C.
Howland’ s.
There was a fine display of hand painted
china at the Misses Timberlake’s store,
Thursday.
We are glad to see Mr. Chas. Miner out
on the street again after his long and se
vere illness.
The fine singing at Union church was
enjoyed and appreciated by a-large audi
ence last Sunday.
Mr. G. W. Wheeler, of Farmington,
visited Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Greenwood,
the first of the week.
Miss Nettie Dolley, of Falmouth, who
has been visiting her sister, Mrs. Dr. R ol
lins, returned last Friday.
Mr. Enoch Whitcomb, of Farmington,
rode his wheel from Rangeley to his home
last Thursday morning.
Mr. Walter Easterbrook, of Boston,
Mass, who has been spending his vacation
here, returned home last Fi'iday.
Mr. Stephen Quimby and Mrs. Sarah
Bangs are visiting Mrs. Bangs’ daughter,
Mrs. Charles McKenzie, of Rumford Falls.
George W. Williams, registry clerk in
the Augusta post office, has been in town,
his native place, for a part of his vaca
tion.
The funeral services of Miss Edna Hoar
held at the Methodist church last Sunday
at tw o o ’clock was largely-attended. The
floral decorations vrere many and beauti
ful.
The center of attraction Thursday was
at the railroad station after the arrival of
the 1 o ’clock train. There, came on that
train a “ bridal trunk,” -anyway, ono of
the cards attached said: j ” Pm a bride;”
another announced, “ We are married.”
There was a drawing of a loving couple
with wedding bells and a cupid. - .'But the
happy couple didn’ t c o m e .T h e r e was av
crowd awaiting the train at night, and
again they were doomed to disappoint
ment, but they have the pleasure of look 
ing over the trunk just the same.
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THOSE

RECENT YEARS MERELY
BANDED ASSASSINS.

OF

^Twenty Years A go Brigandage Had j* Fla
vor of Romanes—Later tho Banda W ere
Composed Chiefly of Murderers ami Other
Criminals—Blatters of Record.

revenge. “ Tho truth to tho confessor and
to no one else,” is a Sicilian proverb.
Louis Mazzola, one of the San Mauro
band, killed in 1884 one Cassataro, the
husband of his mistress, and through tho
courageous testimony of the murciorqd
m an’s relatives was found guilty ami sen
tenced to 15 years’ imprisonment. Ho es
caped in 1890, and, regardless of the! dan
ger of detection, went straight to his old
home to revenge himself upon the brother
of his former victim. Ho found that tho
safest thing to do was to enter tho band of
brigands, and the band made Mare: .’ Vs
vengeance its own. Cassataro, being in
garden with his wife and children, v as ap
proached by three men who repre.re.red
themselves as from tho local milit; ry com
mander and commissioned to fetch him
away. They hurried him off, but tire wife,
suspicious, sent to the military command
er and learned that her husband was not
in the hands of the authorities. Srerehors
hurried into the mountains and found .do
dead body of Cassataro with three buiLo
wounds in the heart. This occurred in
1892.
The chief newspaper of Palermo, in
commenting on this crime, called: i'ur dasuppression of tho brigands. About three
weeks later the editor received from Can
dino a note for publication saying li t,
while it was true that Mazzola had taken
his revenge, the band was not made up of
indiscriminate assassins. Disgust: u with
the unjust abuse to which they wore sub
jected, the brigands had withdrawn from
San Mauro to the heart of the mountains.
The letter closed with salutations to the
editor and assurances of esteem. Accom
panying it was a flvo franc note to pay Ar
its insertion in the newspaper. The earlier
band of San Mauro had also issued a proc
lamation, posting it on the church door in
1876, but Candino, more modern in Ills
methods, had reached his public through a
newspaper.

It has been tho fashion of late years
among Sicilians to speak of brigandage as
a thing of the past, says Scipio Sighele in
the Archives d’AnthropoIogie Crimirullo,
but as a matter of fact ono band of Sicilian
brigands has flourished in tho district of
San Mauro for the past six or seven years
and is not yet quito destroyed. This band,
perhaps tho last of the long lino of Sicilian
brigands, is simply an.association of assas
sin s without any of tho romance attached
to some of tho profession.
Sicilian brigandage of £0 years ago had
about it tho flavor of romance. For ex
ample, Baron Sigardi, riding out ono day
in 1874 with some friends, was suddenly
surrounded by a larger body of horseman
under the brigand Capraro. Tho baron
and his party were courteously told that
they were prisoners, and tho whole caval
cade proceeded some distanco until the
baron was singled out and politely re
quested to pormit himself to bo blindfold
ed. Somo hours later ha found himself in
an elegantly appointed house, where ho
dined sumptuously at a table furnished
with beautiful linen and handsome silver,
all the luxuries of the season, and evqn ice,
being served. After tho payment of a ran
som of $30,000 the baron was again put in
possession of his watch and bank notes
and escorted almost to tho railway station.
A t parting with him his escort begged the
honor of being permitted to kiss his hand.
San Mauro lies 69 miles from Palermo
A n Injndicioaa Clerk.
and 21 from Ccfalu. The latter place is
A prominent photographer c f Boston
reached by a ride of six hours in a dill-1
gence over rough mountain reads. The j hired a youu.fi man who, ho thought, would
people of San Mauro are mostly field la- j make an affable assistau6. Tne clientele of
borers and almost 6,000 in number. A j the house was among tho smart ret. A
well known resident of Beacon street was
band of brigands infested tho region from |
in correspondence with tho firm about
1870 to 1876. They were 15 in number, !
somo cabinets. He v .is blest with super
under the lea’ders Rocca and Rinaidini.
fluous flesh. His weight was on the verge
They were clad in a uniform of bluo vel
of 300 pounds. He was bashful about his
vet, riding boots and a distinctive hat.
Each wore upon his finger a ring with tho avoirdupois, wanted the utmost secrecy in
initial “ R ,” in honor of tho leaders. They taking his picture, and, as ho said in his
letter, “ he didn’ t want to be looked upon
were armed with double barreled carbines,
as a rare animal. ’ ’
revolvers and poniards. They had fine
A n engagement was made and the date
horses and many masks and other devices
set. When the customer called, he was
for disguises, including uniforms of tho
met, at tho door by the new salesman.
local gendarmes. It was their pleasant
Loud noises, cries of “ Y ou ’re crazy,”
way, on meeting the servant of some rich
“ I ’m insulted,” were heard by the pro
proprietor, to say:
prietor. Running out, he saw the fat man
“ I saw your mastey yesterday on a horse
leaving tho room. Tho latter’s face was
that pleased me. Have it a t ------' tomor
white with rage. His huge bulk moved
row .” And the horse was usually deliv
with graceless haste down the stairs.
ered according to demand.
“ What’s the matter?” yelled tho bossathis
Rocca died by his own hand rather than
new employee.
yield to the soldiers that had besieged him
“ Nothing. ”
in a house for two hours. Rinaidini was
“ Nothing! What did you say to him. ”
killed in an encounter with the troops in
“ I only agked him if he came to sit for a
August, 1870, and tho band was disporsed.
group. ’ ’—Boston Post.
Fourteen years later a new band of San
Mauro brigands suddenly appeared in the
W i t t y M is s W i l b e r f o r c e .
haunts ef tho old band. The leaders were
When Wilberforce was a candidate for
‘Mole: :-.;rro Candinoand Placido Rinaidini,
a rol- ivo ef tbo other brigand chief. Tho Hull, his sister, an amiable and witty
m-.v.-.c:;crs v hi) their chiefs numbered 11. young lady, offered to give a new gown to
They v- * •• must tho same uniform as the wife of every man who voted for her
their ] ■
'.-ors, though the blue velvet brother. When she made thi3 offer at a
was S'.
..os replaced with reddish political gathering, some one shouted,
brown. .
r or black. They had the “ Miss Wilberforce forever!” Whereupon
•I red i . ..g boots and good horses, but she pleasantly observed, “ I thank you very
*
t
mt. hiti.no of devices for disguise, much for the good will expressed, but,
..kerchief covering part of tho lace really, I do not wish to be Miss Wilberforce
ir purpe: >. Candino is a peasant forever.” —Washington Times.
';Lro. I.O took tho field in Lay,
■ v ......... er 'having dqno four murders.
The W isdom of Maud.
a a year LheJdini and nine other
“ Come into the garden, Maud,” but
‘
ail Iv' ’. the region of San Mau Maud was much too wise.
ro, i i j ■i ■ i mu). SUCi'.Lii tho next 'two
Said she: “ Oh, no ! The corn has ears
years ilm ».•..• d arsagsinated more than 20 and the potatoes eyes.” —Indianapolis
persons.
Journal.
This new band of San Mauro flourisheu •
by reason of deep seated principles of the
As for jesting, there bo certain things
Sicilian nature. Many of their murders which ought to bo privileged from it—viz.,
were done for tho private revenge of indi religion, matters of state, f^rcafc persons
vidual brigands. Others wero by way of and business of importance and any case
punishment for what tho brigands esteem that deserveth pity.—Bacon.
treachery, the revelation of tho movements
of tho band to tho soldiery or the boaring
of truthful witness in court against cap
tured brigands or their friends. Revenge
Despair is like forward children, who,
is a prime principle of the Sicilian, and when you take away one of their play
silence in court is another.
things, throw the rest into the fire for mad
An injured Sicilian does not testify ness. It grows an,try with itself, turns its
against his enemy in court, because lie is o w n executioner and revenges its misfor
too proud to have the government attend tunes on its own head.— Charron.
to a matter that should be one for private
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This Lotion will positively cure all facia
blemishes.
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Of every description, rendering the skin, soft
and the complexion clear.
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A P h y s i c i a n ’s R e c o m m e n d a t i o n .
P h il l ip s , Me.. April25. 1896.
Mr. N att E llis ,
Rangeley. Me.,
Dear S i r :—I have used Ellis’ Lotion in a
case of Barber's itch and think it the best of
a n: ’ ing I ever used for the '-purpose. I per
sonally know of its giving excellent satisfac
tion in cases of sunburn, hives and pimples,
Yours truly.
E. B. Cu r r ie r , m . D.
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Costs But 25c : Five Bottles, $100.
Warranted.—Sold Everywhere
By Wideawake "Uptodate” Druggists and
General Dealers.
“ There it goes again,” says Mr. Backnumber,
as Mr. Uptodate closes his store door, “that’s
the tenth sale of ‘Merrow’s Magic Liniment'J
nave lost this week just because it is not on my
shelves. I ’ll send for some ‘M. M. L .’ at once.”
Further information and testimonials for
2-cent stamp. Ask your dealer for it.
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A Cosy Corner for the Ladies.
M rs. Harry P. Dill, E ditress.

A n A u g u st W oodroad.

(Charles G. D. Roberts in August St. Nicholas)
When the partridge coveys fly
In the birch-tops cool and high;
When the dry cicadas twang
Where the purpling fir-cones hang;
When the bunchberries emboss—
Scarlet beads—the roadside moss;
Brown with shadows, bright with sun,
All day long till day is done,
Sleeps in murmuring solitude

The worn old road that threads the wood.
In its deep cup—grassy, cool—
Sleeps the little roadside pool;
Sleeps the butterfly on the weed,
Sleeps the drifted thistle seed;
Like a great and blazing gem,
Basks the beetle on the stem,
Up and down the shining rays
Dancing midges weave their maze.

High among the moveless boughs,
Drunk with day, the night hawks drowse.
Ear up, unfathomably blue,
August’s heaven vibrates through.
'£he old road leads to all things good:
The year’s at full, and time’s at flood.
A Little Outing.

There are many misguided people, and
strange to say they do not all belong to
the army of tramps, who insist that “ the
World owes them a living” without the
least effort on their own part. In com
mon with the majority we have no sym
pathy with such for, “ if a man will not
work neither shall he eat.”
But there are some things that the
World does owe us, or more properly
speaking that it is able and willing to
She if only we would willingly receive
toem, and among the gi’eatest blessings
are the many beauties that Nature unfolds
to our view on every side asking only that
will open our eyes to see them, and
leave household cares long enough to
ffiake their acquaintance.
Pormerly every one who could do so
took at some period of the year a vacaIfon. Gur English and Canadian cousins
termed it their holidays and being con
servative in their ways still call it so, but
with us the word outing has largely come
to displace vacation, and one could hardhe found better suited to its use.
Merchants have been quick to recognize
trie value of this word by setting forth in
windows aud on counters everything that
°ne could possibly want, and many things
triat he would better be without, and all
are labeled as outing goods. Probably
rialf of the outing dresses are never used
tor their legitimate purpose, but it gives
the owner what Miss A lcott calls a “ go
ariroady” feeling and so fulfils its mission.
-tow it is not necessary, nor is it witliffi my province, to urge the other sex to
take a rest from their labors, for they are
Usually read)* to do so as opportunity oftoi’s, but their busy wives are apt to over
took this very important factor in the
•*m of health and happiness, and allow
le 'weeks to go by till “ the summer is
tor and the harvest ended” without one
tys’ enjoyment in the open air.
to you do not care for Nature yourself
there not some friend who does and
rio would gladly bear you company, and
1 such appreciative society it is quite
tosible that you may take an interest in
hat has never before been attractive,
t all events it is much like taking meditle- It may be, and generally is, a bitter
^se, but it effects a cure as well as if we
e<t it. And so with one who does not
Lto for woods and fields, the pure air,
Liliant sunshine, or grateful shade will
stophe strength to the weary and help
tired nerves as nothing else can do,
d if
■t you cannot have your outing all at
” “ take tw o bites of the cherry,” and
lt by instalments as we do many of

our pleasures, and, thank heaven, most of
our sorrows.
The first prescription of a wise physician
in this age o f nervous diseases is to rest
and be out of doors all that is possible,
and it is very good of them for I firmly
believe that were it followed there would
be very little for doctors to do.
Still as not one woman in fifty heeds
thig counsel medical colleges will probably
confer diplomas for many years to come.
But aside from the neglect of one’s
health is not there another phase of the
question? Suppose, for instance, that
you surrounded your child with every
thing that could please the eye from the
time that he was old enough to notice,
and yet, try as you would, you could not
attract his attention, or hear from him
one word of admiration, you might not
express the feeling to others, but you
could hardly help feeling that he was most
ungrateful.
There are many good women, “ veritable
salt of the earth,” who seem to be putting
off all enjoyment until they reach those
“ sweet fields beyond the swelling flood.”
But will a person who has never learned
to enjoy Nature while on earth be pre
pared to take pleasure in the beauties of
heaven?
Among the scraps of wisdom that are
unconsciously stored up, this one oc
casionally presents itself as the result of ex
perience:
“ Ingratitude is a crime so
shameful that there was never yet found a
man who would acknowledge himself
guilty of it.” And if not a man assuredly
no woman.
Lest therefore we may seem to he un
grateful to the G ood Father, would it
not be well in this beautiful summer
weather to allow no opportunity to pass
which offers us an outing be it ever so
brief.
Women will be interested in a point
cleverly scored by Mrs. Frances Hodgson
Burnett at “ the first ladies’ dinner of the
Authors’ Club,” which was given in Lon
don the other day. Mrs. Burnett was the
guest of honor. She made a long speech,
in the course of which she said: “ I have
never yet found a good quality or a bad
one which seemed to have a gender. I
have found, for instance, that if a man
can be selfish, a woman—by paying strict
attention to business—can be selfish also;
that if a man can break his word, there are
women who do not always keep theirs—to
the letter; that if there are women who are
weak, and illogical, there exist men who
do not exactly embody perfect strength of
mind and infallibility of reason. And I
have found just as many men who keep all
the commandments at once, and live simp
ly and truly according to the teachings of
the Sermon on the Mount—just as many
men as women, and just as many women as
men. This is as far as somewhat careful
observations are able to lead me, and de
cisions so limited naturally leave one ra
ther out of the running in any discussion
as to what strengths and weaknesses are
peculiarly masculine or entirely feminine.
An economical way of putting up toma
toes for winter is as follows: Select good,
ripe tomatoes, pick off the stems, put in a
large pan and pour boiling water over
them, peel and cut up, taking out any
green pieces. When you got a quantity,
drain off all the thinnest juice and seeds
you can, then put the tomatoes in a porce
lain-lined kettle, add a little salt and cook
from three-fourths of an hour to an honr;
then with a funnel fill large bottles and
jugs, which are thoroughly cleansed and
filled with hot water, then emptied last
thing before filling. After they are full
cover the mouth with a piece of cloth a
few inches square and insert a good cork,
pushing the cloth down a little; cover cork
with hot sealing wax or cement. If you
have plenty of two-quart, glass jars, they
are just the thing for canning tomatoes.
When put up in glass jars, they do not re
quire so much cooking.

Her First Cake.

BLACKBERRY JELLY .

She measured out the butter with a very sol
emn air,
The milk and sugar also, and she took the
greatest care
To count the eggs correctly and add a little
bit
Of baking powder, which, you know, beginners
oft omit.
Then she stirred it all together,
And she baked it for an hour.
But she never quite forgave herself
For missing out the flour.
—Household Word3

I The uncultivated blackberries are best
for jelly, and should be under rather than
over-ripe. Put the berries into a stone jar,
stand it in a kettle of cold Avater, cover
the top of the jar and beat slowly until the
berries are soft. Now put a small quanti
ty at a time into your jelly bag and squeeze
out all the juice. Measure the juice and to
each pint allow 1 ft. granulated sugar.
Turn the juice into a porcelain-lined kettle
and stand over a brisk fire. Put the sugar
into earthern dishes and stand in the oven
to heat. Boil the juice rapidly and con
tinuously for 20 minutes and then turn in
the sugar hastily, stirring all the while un
til the sugar is dissolved. Dip your tum
blers quickly into hot water, watch the
liquid carefully, and as soon as it comes
to a boil take it from the fire and fill the
tumblers. If the fruit is over-ripe your jel
ly will never be firm, no matter how long
you boil it. Follow the directions care
fully and you will never fail.—Mrs. Borer.

ORIGIN OF ENVELOPES.
ST R A N G E TO SA T

THEY

HAVE

B E E N IN

USE

BUT O N E G E N E R A T IO N .

The invention of envelopes, says the
Stationer, is within the memory of mid
dle-aged persons, and was the result of a
Brighton, England, stationer’ s endeavor
to make his store look attractive. He
took a fancy for ornamenting his store
windows with high piles of paper, grad
uated from the largest to the smallest
size in use. To bring his pyramid to a
point he cut cardboard into very minute
squares. Ladies took these cards to be
small-sized notepaper, and voted it to be
“ perfectly lovely” . So great was the de
mand that the stationer found it desirable
to cut paper the size so much admired.
But there was one difficulty. The little
notes were so small that vrhen folded there
was no space for address, so after some
thought the idea of an envelope pierced
the stationer’s brain. He had them cut by
a metal plate, and soon, so great was. the
demand, he commissioned a dozen houses
to manufacture them for him. From such
small beginnings came this important
branch of the stationery business.
Odd Use of Splashers.

Splashers are useful but rarely ornamen
tal furnishings. In a certain summer home,
however, says the New York times, the
clever mistress has made her most decora,
tive effects with these affairs. Above each
toilet stand hangs a slender brass rod, on
which is shirred rather full a sweep of
dotted muslin or scrim curtain. The dra
pery falls to the floor and extends out be
yond the stand sufficiently far to form a
background for the jar. The pole is sus
pended by a picture wire from a decorative
brass nail, or in some of the rooms from
the picture molding, and the airy effect
of these splasher curtains is quite a feature
of the home. They are easily laundered
and are put on sufficiently full to afford
ample protection.
World’s First Love Letter.

The oldest love letter in the world is in
the British Museum. It is a proposal of
marriage for the hand of an Egyptian Prin
cess, and it was made 3500 years ago. It
is in the form of an inscribed brick, and is
not only the oldest, but the most substan
tial love letter in existence.
•

PAPER

T O IL E T T A B L E S .

A crepe paper toilet table is a great ad

dition to the summer cottage, inexpensive
and easily made. Have your carpenter
manufacture a circular or square table, as
you desire. Tack a piece of cloth around
its edge deep enough to come down half
way to the floor; sew to this a flounce of
the crepe paper, covering the rest of the
distance to the carpet. Cover the top of
the table with the paper, and finish it
with another flounce of the paper deep
enough to overlap the lower one. Set it
off with a liberal number of paper bows
or rosettes, and the effect will be really
astonishing.
Sandwich W ithout Meat.

If an unexpected lunch box has to be pre
pared and there is no meat available for
the sandwiches take the yolk of a hard
boiled egg and mash it smooth with a
tablespoon of melted butter; add half a
teaspoouful each of salt, white pepper,
and mustard and one-quarter of a pound
of common cheese grated. Then stir in' a
scant teaspoonful of vinegar and spread
between thin slices of bread. Such sand
wiches will be hailed with delight.
S T A R C H F O R T H E S H IR T W A I S T .

Black and dark colored lawn and
cambric shirt waists and dresses are best
stiffened with gum arabic. If, however,
starch is used it should be made very dark
with indigo blue and the garment turned
wrong side out when put into the starch.
That will prevent the starch from showing
plainly on the right side when the gar
ment is ironed.
ICE C R E A M W I T H O U T C O O K IN G .

This is inexpensive and easily made. Beat
three eggs, add one cup sugar and one pint
thin, sweet cream (whipped if you prefer),
add to this one quart of milk and flavor.
This will make a two-quart freezer. An
other egg may be added and a little more
sugar for another quart of milk.—N. E.
Homestead.

Royal Shopping.

C H A R L O T T E R U S S E P U D D IN G .

The royal family never shops. The Prin
cess of Wales, for instance, and her daugh
ters make a selection of material and styles
from samples and elaborate water color
drawings. From these pictures and pat
terns the royal order is given, while the
fitting is done an dummies expressly made
to conform to the royal figures.

Heat 3 pints of milk, stir into it the beat
en yolks of six eggs and a tablespoon of
cornstarch. When thick flavor with va
nilla and sweeten to taste. Lay slices of
sponge cake in a deep dish, then pour over
the custard, add to the top the whites of
the six eggs which have been beaten with
sugar and set in the oven to lightly brown.

Tomato J u ice fo r Ia.lt Stains.

One cup white sugar, tw o tablespoons
vinegar, tw o tablespoons molasses, tw o
talespoons water, one tablespoon butter.
Do not stir while boiling. Cook till it is
brittle in cold water. Pour into buttered
dishes and mark in squares.
M rs. W. A . N o t t a g e .
Phillips.

M O LASSES

If ink must be spilled on tablecloths or
any white goods, do it in the tom ato sea
son, for the acid juice of this vegetable
promptly removes all such stains from
cloth, as well as from the hands.
Don’ t burden yourselves down with leg
gings while cycling, girls. The new leg
ging stockings,^finished with buttons and
imitation button-holes are so much more
comfortable, and neater, too. They come
in both tan and black, and have the appsarance of leggings without the latter’ s
clumsiness and warmth.

TAFFY.

Poison in the Pineapple's Peel.

The knife used in peeling a pineapple
should not be used for slicing it, as the
rind contains an acid which is liable to
cause a swollen mouth and sore lips. The
Cubans use salt as an antidote for the ill
effects of the peel.
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Camp Winona, on Long Pond, is very
ADVERTISING Rates Reasonable, and w ill
pleasantly located, the view across the
be m ade know n on application.

A S A D S H O O T IN G A C C I D E N T .

P h i ll ip s L o c a ls .

Fred Ashton Looses an Arm Near the
M ooselookm eguntic House*

Mrs Wm. Quimby is spending a few days
in Kingfield with her niece Mrs. Geo. Win
ter.

A sad shooting accident and a narrow
escape from a more serious one, happened
at Camp Houghton on Mooselookmegun
tic Lake last Friday afternoon. It seems
that Fred Ashton and his sister Elsie had
been out on the lake, Miss Ashton had
stepped on shore and Fred in removing
his double barreled gun from the boat,
took it by the muzzle, the hammers caught
and both barrels exploded, the shot tear
ing the right hand nearly to pieces. Miss
Ashton was standing nearly in range and
the charge passed so near her head that
some of the shot passed through her hair.
Dr. H. W. Wells, of the U. S. Navy,
stationed at N. Y ., was in the vicinity and
rendered what aid he could till the arrival
of Dr. Badger, with his surgical instru
ments, when the arm was amputed just be
low the elbow.
Fred is the son of the late H. G. Ashton,
of Somerville, Mass., and wi tit his mother
and sister were staying at their cottage,
Camp Houghton. He is a young man of
but 16 years of age and is well known to
the many frequenters of the Rangeleys.
He, and the family, have the sympathy of
their many friends.

floats of the inlet is fine. There is a little
island near by which adds to the beauty.
Ad Iress all communications to
Mr. C. E. Parker, of Phillips, the owner,
Rangeley L akes, Rangeley, Maine is just now building a kitchen. Deer are
seen from this camp nearly every dav.
R a n g e l e y , M e ., T h u r s d a y , A u g . 20,1896
Mrs. May Holstead, of New Castle, M.,
is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Parker
T h e K e n n e b a g o R a ilr o a d .
at Camp Winona.
Mr. Hilton, civil engineer of Aina, Me.,
A t Camp Winona on Long Pond, Mr.
with a crew of assistants began the loca and Mrs. Parker and children, of Phillips,
tion of the railroad line to Kennebago are spending a few weeks. Miss Holstead
last Tuesday. This is to be a preliminary of New Castie, is their guest.
survey.
Stammering.
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Turner, of Phillips,
passed Sunday at Camp Winona, with
A crowd at the village barber’s were
R e d in g t o n N o t e s .
their daughter, Mrs. C. E. Parker.
discussing the peculiar turns stammering
The log train was put on Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Al. Emery, Miss Emery took. They had all told a story and it
J. W . Carleton was at the pond Thurs
and Lilo Field, all of Boston, have been remained for the barber to finish the sub
day with a friend fishing.
at Harry Beedy’s camp on Long Pond, for ject. Said he, “ a young man came in the
A great many sportsmen stop off one
a few days.
shop one day. I had frequently seen him
train to try the fishing. And they get
Mr. Barker, from Massachusetts, and but never knew he had an impediment in
them, too.
his speech, till he stammered out that he
C.
L. Boston is conductor on the logJ. A. Worthley, from Avon, have been at
wanted his hair cut. I asked him to have
Cliff
cottage
Long
Pond
for
a
few
days.
train.
There is a large party at W ell’ s Camp, a seat in tho chair and I put the apron on
The lath crew struck Monday noon fol
him and asked how he would have it cut.
lowed later by a portion of the men up Long Pond.
Well do you know, that fellow couldn’ t
stairs. This forced a shut down of the
The camps and cottages on Long Pond, speak a word. His mouth w o rk e d as if
mill. The trouble will be adjusted in a have been well fill for the past few weeks.
he was chewing tough steak, his eyes were
day or two, probably, and the men return
A party is to bush out and partially shut tight, he would work his mouth for
to work.
locate a line for the road a,ronnd the head half a minute, then open his eyes and look
at me only to shut them again and go
of the lake this week.
A N ew R o a d W a n te d .
The steamer Irene, the largest boat on through the same performance. He did
The location of a new road from the
this about half a dozen times and I got
south side of the lake is again being dis the lakes, burned at 3 o ’clock this, Thurs
tired and cut his hair to suit myself. He
day
morning.
The
cabin
and
all
the
upper
cussed. The proposed change is to leave
recovered his speech enough to say ‘good
the present road near the line between parts are destroyed, the hull is not much
bye’ when he left. He made a funny ap
injured.
Engine
and
coiler
can
be
repaired.
Rangeley and Greenvale Plantations on
pearance when he was trying to answer
Loss
probably,
$3000.
Said
to
be
a
small
the south side, and run to the lake at the
me.”
inlet of Long Pond Stream, bridge this insurance.
stream and follow along the shore of the
Enchanted Township.
lake, on a natural road bed, to the north
Our last week’ s story of the above title
shore and either make connection at the
has created a sensation and inquiries have
foot of the hills in Greenvale Plantation,
been coming in from many directions. Oc
west of Clark Smith’s residence, or, con
casionally there is a suggestion as to the
tinue along the lake shore to near the res
properties contained in the spring. Here
idence of Stan. Oakes and thus save the
is one from a person who has evidently
hills.
been there himself.
This cut-off would save ten minutes’
“ Isn’ t it barely possible that the won
time between the south side and Range-'
derful effects of that ‘enchanted spring’
ley and fifteen minutes if the hills can be
may come from something brought across
avoided. Ail the residents of Rangeley
tlx: border? It is right in the course tak
Plantation favor the change and many of
en by parties bringing in high wines from
those in Greenvale also.
Canada, and a spring and seat so tempting
The first cost would be somewhat ex
as those described in your article would
pensive on both Greenvale and Rangeley
naturally
tempt the weary traveler to rest
I have sold Bates’ Block and am to give
Plantations, but the former would save
possession in three weeks. It is therefore and instead of drinking from the spring
at least half a mile of road that they now necessary that all my stock of goods be
he perhaps got his mouth over the bottle
have to keep in repair.
disposed of within that time. I have un instead.”
A survey is to be made at once and a heard-of bargains in
One old veteran hunter and trapper in
petition circulated.
forms us that he was up in that region
The B irches.
a n d G l a s s with Ed Grant many years ago. After
their return to civilization a report was
Captain Barker has built eight new log
published in the Farmington Chronicle
camps this season and the demand for
that they had found the skeleton of an
Cheaper than ever known before.
them was so great that the guests would
Indian. In a few days a letter was receiv
Diamond
Dyes,
5
cents
a
package.
hardly wait for them to be finished. The
ed from a man interested in e t h n o lo g y ,
Captain is undecided as to building any I have 10 showcases cheap. Platform and
Counter Scales, 4 sets—must go at
offering §50. for the bones. R a n g e l e y
more for this season, but will eventually
1 some price.
L a k e s is o f the opinion that th ey fou n d
increase the number many fold.
Job lot paints, dry and in oil. Lot Iron the spring.
Bolts. Hundreds of articles you need
The camps have been full all the season.
now sold at almost your own price.
P. J. Wheeler, who has been w o r k in g
H. C. Kennedy, wife and family, of
for Capt. Barker at The Birches, has been
Brooklyn, N. Y ., well known in theatrical
in to w n for a few days.
circles, left Saturday, for Mr. Kennedy’ s Don’ t Miss It.

Closing-Out

S A L E !
Bargains of a LifeTime

Groceries and Canned Goods
C rockery
W are

Three Weeks Only.

house, in Wilton, where they will visit for
Frank Russell and wife, formerly o f
a few days.
Phillips, have been visiting Mr. R ’s broth
B
ates’
Block,
P
h
illips,
Me.
Mr. F. G. Youngling of Pottsville, Pa.,
er, John A., for the past week.
who will remain here till the middle of
Fred A s h to n , the y o u n g m an w h o se arm
OR SALE OR RENT Reasonable, Pew in
September, has ordered an 18 foot gasoline
Rangeley Church. Apply to
w a s a m p u ta ted on a c c o u n t o f in ju ry from
launch. He is looking for it daily.

S. W A R R E N B A T E S ,

F

s h o o tin g , is d o in g nicely.

Mr. Dana Farmer is improving the main
street very much by removing the loose
stones.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Skofield spent Sun
day in Weld.
Mrs. Coney Allen is slowly improving.
Will Staples is having the trees trimmed
in front of his house on River St.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Staples have return
ed from a driving trip to Wiscasset, Ban
gor and other places.
Miss Ida Lubin is visiting friends in
town.
Miss Lillian Wells, who has been living
in Worcester, Mass., for tw o years past is
visiting her parents.
A t the Methodist Sunday School last
Sabbath J. B. Noble was appointed a
committee to confer with the Union Sun
day School in regard to an excursion to
Rangeley.
By the recent changes made in the in
terior of the Methodist church at Phillips,
that society has now one of the neatest
audience rooms of any church in the
county. The celling has been papered and
the walls also in terra cotta, and the
painting of the window casings, doors, the
arch and pews has been made to corres
pond. The choir is now located at the left
of the speaker and the pulpit platform has
been lowered several inches, the outside of
the church will be painted in the fall.
The church grounds will also be graded.
Rev. W . A. Nottage has an appointment
at Reed’ s Mills next Sumday afternoon
at 2.30.
The following anouncement was receiv
ed last week:
M ason P a r k e r ,
C a r r ie N e l l Q u im b y ,
M a r r ie d
W e d n e s d a y A ugust t w e l f t h
E ig h t e e n h u n d r e d a n d n in e t y six
E v e r e t t , Mass.
A t H om e a f t e r S e p t e m b e r f i r s t ,
P h il l ip s , M a i n e .

It can be said with truth what is too
often said as a mere compliment, that the
bride and groom are tw o of the best
known and most respected young people
of Phillips.
Both were born in this town, attended
school together and graduated from the
same class.
Since that time Mr. Parker has been in
the employ of the Maine Central Railroad
and for three years past as the gentleman
ly and efficient General Freight Agent of
the P. & R. Miss Quimby has taught con
tinuously in this state and in Mass, and
for the last two years has had charge of
the primary school in this town. In addi
tion to being a most excellent teacher,
Miss Quimby has had the power to win
and retain the regard of the scholars in no
common degree, and her place will be hard
to fill. R a n g e l e y L a k e s extends congra
tulations and wishes the happy couple
long life and every happiness.
Dallas.
Lilia Oakes visited her grand parents in
Phillips last week.
Lucian Oakes went to Redington to
work driving team.
Wm. Walker, of Phillips, visited rela
tives in this place this week.
John Sebiu of Strong, also Edwin Penneman and daughter, Daisy, of Freeman,
were in this place over Sunday.
D. O.
S tr o n g .
S am uel Wing of this town, an old soldies w h o has carried a bullet in one of his
lu n g s th a t he receded during a battle
p ro p o s e s to havo it located through tbe

mer'-c " ......y photography and possibly
removed.
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TPo S p o r t s m e n a n d P
P
D op’ t leave Rangeley before you v ist our store. We carry a large stock o f
finely mounted Deer, M oose and Caribou heads, Loons, Owls, Game and Trout panels
for dining-room decorations Be sure to leave your big trout and salmon with us:
we can mount them as natural as life. Sole agents for E. A. Buck’ s celebrated
sportsmen’ s shoes, the best made.

With the Sportsmen

S. L. CROSBY & COo9 A r tis tic T a x id er:m ists,
Between Fire, Snakes, and Bears.
W il l ia m s p o r t , Pa., August 7.

Cal Fisher, a famous old hunter and fish
erman in the mountainous Beech creek
region, in Centre county, related the fol
lowing tale of trout, rattlesnakes and a
big forest fire to the writer, who had
casually asked him whatever had made his
hair white. The reply was unusually in
teresting.
“ Ye see, it wus jist this yere w ay,” said
Cal as he filled his old briar pipe. “ Bout
the first part of trout fishin’ I reckoned
that I’d try my luck up Monument run, so
I fixed up my tackle, filling my pockets
with chuck an’ started out right smart
early in the mornin’ fur the headwaters of
the run. Wall, I had party good luck ’ til
’ bout what j ’ d reckon wus ’leven o ’clock,
w ’en it seemed like as it was gittin’
thunderin’ hot. Purty soon_ I see_smoke
floatin’ easy like ’ long the top o ’ the ridge
’orost the nih7 an’ ~thoiT l “smellf fire'an’ I
knew I wuz in for it^ fur sudden *like, a
high wind blew up, an’ the fire commenc
ed t’ cum towards me lik’ blazes. Then
I happened to luk ba’k o ’ me an’ there wuz
fire, too, an’ soon on my side o ’ the crick
also. I reckoned my unly hope wuz to git
down the stream as fast as my old legs
w ’ d carry me, so I picked up my trout an’
rod and started double quick.
“ It warn’ t no easy job to travel fast,
nuther, an’ the fust thing I knew I tripped
up on a loose stun an’ fell down. The
place whar I fell was a pool, ’ bout ten
feet in diameter, an’ my fall wuz actually
the savin uv my life, fur jist by luck, seems
to me now, ther war a big clearin’ mund
the pool, whar an ole loggin’ camp Jester
set. W ’en I picked myself up I cummenbed
t’ hear a sort o ’ whirrin’ like in the water
an’ lookin’ down agin I thought like as
I’ d die o ’ fright, fur w a’ t did I see hut a
thousan’ big an’ little black an yallar
rattlesnakes, writhin’ ’roun’ in the
pool.
The he’ t o ’ the fires had driven down off
the hills an’ into the water. It didn’ t
take morn’n a second fur me t’ jump back
an’ out o ’ the hell-hole, but one big black
rattler coiled roun’ my right leg an’ he
wud a bit me, fur he struck vicious lik’ at
my leg twicest, but my overhall pants
saved me. I got my nerve bak an’ suc
ceeded in killin’ him by reachin’ In my
pocket, gittin’ my knife out an, cuttin’
Lis pesky ole head off, but it war a cluse
Shave. As sun as I got out uv the water,
I ran fur a big rock, but holy mackeral,
W’en I got half way to it, a big browm.
b’ ar cum out frum behin’ it an’ we both
stood a lookin’ at tother.
Ole Bruin
made up his miu’ to cum fur me an’ he
did, but I didn’ t wait, fur I made fur the
the stream; seein’ I wuz tw ixt the devil
an’ the deep blu’ sea, I made my min’ up
as how I’ d try to cros the run an’ ’scape
frum the rattlers. I dashed lik’ lightnin’
thru’ the pool, whar the rattlers war as
thick as flies in June, an’ got to tother
side, wen I heered a howl an’ turnin’
’ roun’ I see the-b’ ar lyin’ in th’ water an’
his ole carcass jist cuvered with rattlers,
he never g ot away frum ’em an’ chills run
up an’ down my ole backbone wen I saw
wat I’ d ’ scaped.
“ W a’al, I jist sot on the bank till night
cUm an’ the wolves eummenced t’ howl an’
I thought I ’d go crazy. I staid ’ wake th’ ’
hull night with th’ fires ragin’ all roun’
me an’ wen mornin’ cum agin I felt ten
yurs ulder. Th’ fires died down durin’ th’
hay an wen I started for hum I happened

FO REST CAM PS, LOON L A K E

t’ luk in the stream an’ my hair wuz pure
white.”
“ Sich things will happen t’ men,” said
Cal, as he knocked the ashes from his pipe,
“ an’ if any man livin’ ever had a bigger
scare ’ n me he’ s a modern Ananias.” —N.
Y. Times •

R A N G E LEY , M A IM .
M O O SE,
R

A.
L. Prescott, of New York, and N. G.
Palmer, of New Jersey, with two ladies,
accompanied by Lumon Sargent, Henry
Swett and Board McCard as guides, have
returned from a tw o week’s trip to Ken
nebago and other places. On the trip
they visited B pond and the party took 31
trout that weighed from IX to 3X a piece.
This was one day’ s catch.
They felt
pretty well over their good luck.
J. F. Herrick and Rev. Mr. Ide went out
on Haley pond for three hours last Thurs
day and brought home 12 pretty trout.
It was a good catch for so hot a day in so
short a time.

CARIBOU,
/

OBER,
AND
BIRD

SHOOTING.

T OON LAKE, situated five miles from Rangeley, on the Kennebago road, is one of the
best sporting resorts in Maine, and at the same
time the surroundings and provisions for the
comfort of guests make it exceptionally popu
lar with parties who wish to take their fami
lies from the city during the hot weather. Mail
is received at Forest Camps, daily. Our guests
have the advantage of a good carriage road
for three miles of the distance from Rangeley
Village to our camps. Those who would enjoy
the walk for a part of the distance over the
road through the woods can take a carriage at
Rangeley for the first three miles and enjoy
that recreation for the last two. Boats and
Guides furnished Open from May 1st to Jan.
1st. For terms address, R. S. Y ork , Rangeley,

A musicale was given by the guests of
the Rangeley Lake House Thursday even
ing.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Emerson, of Reding
ton, are visiting relatives in town.
Supt. Phillips and Paymaster Parker, of
the P. & R., were in town Wednesday
night.
The Berlin Falls Company are to cut
and make a road from Kennebago farm, up
the stream to Kennebago Lake for the
purpose of carring in their supplies.
Elliott C. Diil was in Rumford Fall
Wednesday on business for the Lewiston
Journal.
Moonlight excursions are the order of
day, or night rather.
Luther Nile is having his house painted.
Jose Nile says four men in one day would
cut out the old path up the cascade stream
and clear out the other obstructions.
Charley George was in town Wednesday
with his cart.
Small Farm W anted.

.

A gentleman wishes to buy a small farm,
with good buildings, -near the village of
Rangeley.
Address with description and price.
“ S”
Care R a n g eley L a k e s .

THE
'S
H OM E

OF

THE
GAMIEST
TROUT.

R . S. Y O R K & J. F. O AKES, P r o p r ie to rs .
A S oke in Fish Time-

They’ve made a pathway in the swamp,
Where leafy boughs are arching,
Tlie Speckled Trout*
“ Oh, pa,” exclaimed little Johnny, the And one by one, from sun to sun,
Tramp. Tramp! the boys are marching.
first time he saw a trout, “ it’ s got the
And its fish, fish, fish,
measles, ain’ t i t ?” —Boston Transcript.
And the line a-going swish!
Oh, the perch is such a beauty
Loon L ake.
When he’s fried and in the dish!

Among the recent arrivals at this place
are Jacob Ide, Mansfield, Mass., B. M.
Scott, Worcester, Mass., Mrs. A. E. Farwell, Miss Hattie Farwell, Providence;
Mi’s. J. C. Pennie, Master Kenneth, Miss
Bertha Pfleiger, Washington, D. C.; A. B.
Nichols, Cambridge, Mass.; Augustus M.
Carter, Bethel, Maine; J. E. Bushnell,
Ellswell Bushwell, N. J.; C. W . Wiggin,
Worcester, Mass.; Wm. G. Heller, Easton
Pa.; Herb. Moor, Phillips, Maine; C. W.
Blake. Boston, Mass.; E. A. Russell,
Rangeley, Clifford L. Lutkins, New York
Mr. and Mrs. Foster Sherburne, Lexington
Mass.; John Herrick, Rangeley.
Mr. Blake had fine luck fishing at Gree
ley, Tuesday, and saw a nice deer. Mr. Lut
kins also had fine success at Cow Pond
caught a number that weighed over a pound.
The guests had a good look at a large buck
deer. They saw it from the camps.

V ,

They measure all the land hy rods.
Their lines are long and straight;
A few there be that dig for gold,
But many more for bait.
For its fish, fish, fish,
With the line a-going swish!
Oh, the lake trout’s sfich a beauty
When he silvers o’er the dish!
•
Professors, judges, preachers—all
Are where the water shines,
And poets young, with lyres unstrung,
And liars with their lines.
For its fish, fish, fish,
With a swing and with a swish!
And perch and trout come flashing out
And pile the savory dish.

,

—Atlanta Constitution.

Written for Rangeley L akes :

I notice in a recent Maine paper a sketch
of Christopher Church, usually called “ Kit
Church,” together with a short account
of his relatives. One great grandson was
left out. a grandson of Richard Philbrick,
by name of Fulsome, a native of Weld.
When I first came to this section of
California and was staying at the Ocean
House, Santa Cruz, I stepped into a store
one evening to make a purchase, I noticed
a middle aged man eyeing me very sharply.
When I had left the store he asked the
proprietor my name. Upon learning my
name and also where I was staying he im
mediately followed me to the hotel and
introduced himself. He was only a boy
when he last saw me but he was certain
he had known me when I entered the
store.
He has lived in the city of Santa Cruz
twenty years, he has a beautiful residence
in the outskirts of the city, with beautiful
gardens and a large variety of fruit. His
family consists of tw o daughters, both of
whom are married, one is a clerk in one of
the large stores, the other is a teacher.
Mr. Fulsome is a carpenter by trade,
and the finest workman in the city, his
particular branch is making counters and
desks for banks, these .are generally made
from mahogany and he is sent to San
Francisco to specially select the stock.
Mr. Fulsome is a mason of the higher
degrees, has been Master of the Blue
Lodge in Santa Cruz.
S e w a r d D il l .
Soduel, Cal., Aug. 10 1S96.

FIR ST BUILDER OF T H E V A TIC A N :
The Vast Structure Is Mainly Due to Pope
Nicholas Y.

The present existence of this palace is
principally due to Nicholas Y, the builder
pope, whose gigantic scheme would startle
a modern architect. His plan was to build
the church of St. Peter’s as a starting
point and then to construct one vast cen
tral habitat for the papal administra
tion, covering the whole of what is called
the Borgo, from the castle of Sant’ Angelo
to the cathedral. In ancient times a por
tico, or covered way supported on columns,
led from the bridge to the church, and it
was probably from this real structure that
Nicholas began his imaginary one, only a
small part of which was ever completed.
That small portion alone comprises the
basilica and the Vatican palace, which to
gether form by far the greatest continuous
mass of buildings in the world. The Coli
seum is 195 yards long by 156 broad, in
cluding the thickness of the walls. St.
Peter’s church alone is 205 yards long and
156 broad, so that the whole Coliseum
would easily stand upon the ground plan
of the church, while the Vatican palace is
more than half as large again.
Nicholas V died in 1455, and the oldest
parts of the present Vatican palace are not
older than his reign. They are generally
known as the Torre Borgia, from having
been inhabited by Alexander V I, who died
of poison in tho third of the rooms now oc
cupied by the library, counting from the
library side. Tho windows of these rooms
look upon the largo square court of the
Belvedere, and that part of the palace is
not visible from without.
Portions of the substructure of the ear
lier building were no doubt utilized by
Nicholas, and the secret gallery which con
nects the Vatican with the mausoleum of
Hadrian is generally attributed to Pope
John X X III, who died in 1417, but on the
whole it may be said that the Vatican
palace is originally a building of the period
of the renaissance, to which all successive
popes have made additions.—F. Marion
Crawford in Century.
T h e Contrary Man Concedes a Point.

“ I suppose you will admit, said tile
mild mannered man, 11tnat the deluge was
quite a flood?”
“ N o,” said tho contrary man, “ I
shouldn’t. ”
“ Pretty wet what there was of it?” said
the mild mannered man interrogatively, as
before.
“ Well, yes, I suppose you might call it
dampish,” said the contrary man, and the
mild mannfered man was quite well satis
fied with that, for it was really an unusual
concession for tho contrary man to make.
—New York Sun.
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NEVER

DULL.

Ladies invited on th e trial trip of the
Brooklyn.
Li

H ung
b r in g

C hang

c o m in g

w h ic h

P r e s id e n t C l e v e l a n d
h is c a b i n e t .

w il l

and

[Special Correspondence of R a n g e l e y L a k e s ]

|that Hem-y Clay died, and the room in
I which the great pacificator expired is still
exhibited to all who wish to view it. In
later times Alexander H. Stephens of
Georgia was a guest during his congres
sional career, and it was a familiar sight
to see him wheeled in and out of the lobby
by his trusted colored servant. The
National has always been the favorite
headquarters for Western and Southern
men, and remains so up to the present
day.
When Li Hung Chang, the Chinese
emissary visits Washington it is expected
that the President, and all the new mem
bers of his cabinet, will return to this
city to receive him. Li is a diplomat of
the keenest kind, and nothing escapes his
observation.
If China had more such
men for her officials, she would not be
to-day at the bottom of the ladder when
compared with
other nations of the
globe. The coming of the President and
Cabinet even if only for a week, will has
ten the return of many who are now at
the various summer resorts.
More or
less of them will be invited to the recep
tions that will be given to China’s great
est citizen, and the others will wish to be
near by and see what they can. As a
result, the social seasons will open earlier
than ever before.

Of f ic e

of

R a n g e l e y L ak es,

Rangeley, Me ,
May 16, 1896.

To the Guides :—

The idea of a guides’ premium inaugurated
by R a n g e l e y L a k e s last year having proved
so successful, we have decided to continue
the plan and make it even more interesting
this season.
As a starter we offer a

$36 Fancy Sporting-

R T -P -A -N -S
EL
w

T h e m o d e rn sta n d U

a rd

u
V)

c in e :

F a m ily

Cures

M e d ith e

BJ

c o m m o n e v e r y -d a y
W a s h i n g t o n , D. C., Aug. 14.— Wash
>
ington suffered with the rest of the world
ills o f h u m an ity .
during the hot wave, though the' loss of
a
life was very small. The Potomac flowing
trade
0)
past the city creates a current of air that
z
tempers .the heat somewhat.
Made by the Winchester Repeating Arms Co.
o
Washington is never dull, there is al
This will go to the Guide who brings us in the
ways an army of Department employees
largest number of new subscribers to Rangel e y L a k e s before January 1st, 1897.
who must remain in the city during the
summer period. These alone give life to
But if youjdon't get subscribers enough to
the streets, but added to these are the
capture the rifle, we offer one of E. T. Hoar’s
residents who do not go away, the em
best $12
ployees of the business houses who take a
Hand-liVIade Fishing Rods
vacation of tw o weeks, but who furnish
a substitute during their absence. The
as a
tourists and sight seers, whom we always
S
e
c
o
n
d
F i-e m iu n 5
have with us, are continually going and
>Caveats, and Trade-Marks obtained and all Pat-^
coming. Thus it is that Washington is
As a
^ent business conducted for M oderate Fees .
^
never dull.
>Oun O ffice is O pposite; U. s . p a t e n t oFries:<
THIRD PREMIUM
______ _
»and
we
can
secure
patent
in
less
time
than
those?
The trial trip of the Brooklyn will bo
(remote from Washington.
W e offer a handsome collection of Mrs. H. H.
distinguished by the attendance of ladies,
Send model, drawing or photo., with dcscrip-F
>tion.
We advise, if patentable or not, free ofs
Dill’s
in addition to the experts who always
*charge. Our fee not due till patent is secured. S
witness such events. Mr. Charles Cramp,
i> A P a m p h l e t , “ How to Obtain Patents,” with?
>cost of same in the U. S. and foreign countries?
H and-M ade'R aiujeley Flies.
while in this city recently, learned that
THE PALIO AT SIENA.
Jsent free. Address,
Chief Constructor and Mrs. Phillip HichMr
AND STILL ANOTHER
______ _
:C h
W •».> Via/ Bif<*
born would be in Boston about the time A a Odd R ace That Is Run Every Year In
.„ S !R
an Old Italian City.
Cap.
P
atent
O
ffice
,
W
a
sh
in
g to n , r>. c. a
To
the
one
bringing
in
the
fourth
largest
list
set for the trip of the Brooklyn off the
Let me tell you about a very odd and
we will give a
New England coast, and he extended an amusing race which is run every summer
invitation to the wife of the chief naval in Siena, Italy. Siena, as yon may know,
constructor to be a passenger on board is a quiet old town, high up in the moun
the new ship. He has since invited a num tains, where the people amuse themselves
ber of Philadelphia ladies of his acquain with a stroll in the Lizza, a little park
To the guide not securing any of the above
tance who have so well advertised their about the size of one of our city squares, or premiums, but bringing in over 10 new sub
good fortune that the firm has been delug else with an occasional puppet show, or scribers, we will give a year’s subscription to
the songs of wandering minstrels who sing R a n g e l e y L a k e s □ C L
r~
ed with requests from the ladies all over
through the streets and in the crowded
the country for invitations to the Brook cafes, where everybody goes in the evening
Trusting that the above will be of interest to
CAN I O BTA IN A P A T E N T ?
Fora
lyn’s trial trip. This will be the first to drink coffee. But it you happened to be every guide, we remain, ■
prompt answer and an honest opinion, write to
Yours for booming the Rangleys,
time that the fair sex has formed a part of there in midsummer at the time of the
MUNN «& CO., who have had nearly fifty years’
experience in the patent business. Communica
the company on these occasions, and palio, as the famous race is called, the
tions strictly confidential. A Handbook of In
The Publishers of Rangeley Lakes .
formation concerning Patents and how to ob
brobably it will not he made a usual occur crowds and illuminations would make you
tain them sent free. Also a catalogue of mechan
P.
S.
Subscription
blanks
furnished
on
ap
ical and scientific books sent. free.
rence, for the trial trips are serious and think the place gay enough. As you may plication.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
never, or at least not for many years, go to
purely technical affairs, conducted at the
special notice in theScientitic American, and
this out of the way Italian town, let me
thus are brought widely before the public with
expense of the contractor.
out cost to the inventor. This splendid paper,
tell you what the palio, so well worth see
issued weekly, elegantly illustrated, has by for tho
The work of getting out campaign litera ing, is like.
If You Want
largest circulation of any scientific work in the
woad. S3 a year. Sample conies sent free.
ture is progressing at the headquarters of
Y ou must know that the city is divided
Binldmg Edition, monthly, *2.50 a year. Single
copies, '2-i cents. Every number contains beau
the Republicans. Chairman Babcock told into 17 sections called contrade, very much
tiful
plates, in colors, and photographs of new
our reporter to-day that the daily output as American cities are divided into wards.
houses, with plans, enabling builders to show tho
latest designs and secure contracts. Address
of pamphlets is now about 400,000, and But in Siena these divisions were first
MUNN & CO., New York , 3 d B r o a d w a y .
made centuries ago—so far back, indeed,
that this will be somewhat increased.
that nobody knows exactly when, and each
The printing is being done by three firms contrada has its separate laws and its own
in Philadelphia,
tw o in Baltimore, particular emblem, used as a coat of arms.
and tw o in this city.
This morn This is almost always an animal of some
ing the manager of one of the Phila kind, which gives its name to the contrada
delphia firms was in consultation with and its horse. Now you understand why
Mr. Babcock, and arranged to increase our neighbor is talking about the racers as
if they were strange animals escaped from
the output of his printing office from
Sf You Want
Barnum’s menagerie.
110,000 daily to 160,000. There are about
To judge from their names, one might
50 people employed in sending out these indeed think the race appropriate to the
documents.
A t the democratic head circus ring, for the w olf runs sido by side
quarters there are but about 15 people with the sheep, the panther with the
S p e c i a l i s t in H o r s e - S h o e i n g .
now employed in this work of sending hedgehog, the shambling giraffe with the
out literature, but in a day or two, it is far from rapid snail, the goose with the
eagle, the worm with the unicorn, the
said, this number will be multiplied sev
Tortoise with the owl. But besides these
RANGELEY, :
:
M A IN E .
eral times. The documents now leaving creatures let loose from Barnam’s circus or
the Democratic headquarters do not num “ iEsop’s Fables” what do you think of a
ber over about 100,000 daily.
wave and a forest, a shell and a tower,
M IN G O S P R IN G C O T T A G E .
It is intimated in spoils circles that if running a race? Such things were never
Located on the north shore of Rangeley
Mr. Bryan is elected upon the platform seen out of fairyland. In the old times,
Lake about three miles from Rangeley. After
Place you r a dvertisem en t i n th e
which declares against civil service re when, as you have all read in your history,
men were forever fighting, so that nobles
July 25th a limited number of guests can be
form, the favor of the next administra
in one palace were at war with those in
accommodated with board and rooms. The
tion wili be worth something to men with the next, these contrade were not over
present cottage has been enlarged and a new
“ mouths to feed.”
Pickings will be friendly, and there were many encounters
R A N G E L E Y , M E . one built. Close at hand is the Mingo Spring
abundant, and old scenes of hustling and between them. But in addition to acci
furnishing abundant supply of pure, cold
scrambling w ill come again. These can dental meetings one great contest, sup
water. A t this location are desirable cottage
lots which the subscriber offers for sale only to
not come at once, for the law will inter posed to be a sham battle, but really fought
E S T A B L IS H E D , 1863.
those who Intend building.
pose an obstacle, but with spoilsmen in good earnest, was held regularly every
SP E C IA L O F F E R .
again in control means in season will be year.
H
D
N
J
R
Y
A
D
A
M
S
,
After awhile, when men grew a little
found for rewarding the “ faithful” and less barbarous, these were changed to hull
To the one who will build a good cottage I
D e a le r In
will sell a lot 80x100 ft. for $1.00. Designs and
the “ machines” will again he run on full and buffalo fights, and these in their turn to
estimates furnished.
time.
the horse races which are now run. While
The recent sale of the National hotel in the people in the different contrade are
F. C. BELCHER.
this city calls to mind some interesting peaceful enough nowadays, the rivalry be
Rangeley, Me.
tween
them
is
just
as
great
as
it
ever
was.
facts about that noted old hostelry.
But the only good opportunity they have
When completed, in 1850, it was the most
of winning a victory over their rivals is at
pretentious hostelry of the capital, and the palio, to which each section has the
remained so for many years. When John right to send a horse. Only ten run, how
I wish to inform'the visitors and citizens
that I am prepared to do all kinds of LaunC. Breckinridge of Kentucky was Vice- ever, for almost 200 years ago it was de
drv Work. Starching a specialty.
President he made his home there, and cided that 17 were too many to be on the
All orders promptly filled.
many of the most famous men of that day course at once. Lots are drawn every year,
TE M P L E , MAINE.
M rs . L. H ELLIS,
so
that
each
contrada
has
an
equal’
chance
[
were its patrons. It was at the National
10 w. 5.
Lake Street.
to take part in the race.-
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Hand ©me F ly B ook.

TO GET

Summer
Boarders,

LEROY 4. SMITH,

TO RENT

RANGELEY LAKES,

Foreign and American
Marble and Granite

M onum ents,
H eadstones
T ablets, C urbing, Etc.,

Laundry Notice.

RANGELEY LAKES.
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KING LEAR AMENDED.
This Old Gentleman Used a Bit o f Strategy
and Had a

G ood

Time.

A well known attorney told a good story
the other day about a man who had such a
profound contempt for wills that he fol
lowed the example of King Lear and divid
ed his property among his children before
death. Like unto Lear’s children, when
they had thus been duly provided for
against material.! :•
they gradually be
trayed the fact by thoir actions that the
old man was no longer as much to be loved
and obeyed as before he had disposed of his
goods and chattels. He found difficulty in
securing a really comfortable place to sleep
under the roof of any of his offspring, and
the ill treatment which he was eventu
ally accorded would havo shortened his
life had he not as a last resort consulted a
wise legal friend. Said tho latter, for he
trusted tho old man implicitly:
“ Give me a receipt for this gold which I
have here,” taking a bag from the safe,
“ and I w ill let you take it a few days. Go
home, be apparently mysterious and secre
tive in your actions, and when you think
you have sufficiently aroused the curiosity
of your children, at whose house you are
now staying, manage to count out the
gold on tho table in your room, making it
seem as much as possible, and at a time
when you aro sure you are watched. ’ ’
This advice the old man accepted. There
was more than once somo one at the key
hole when he counted his pretended hoard
of gold coin, and it was hot long before a
marked change came over the manner of
his children. Those w ho,had seen and
heard could not keep it from the rest, and.
as a result nothing was too good for the
old gentleman. When he was convinced
that ho had made tho impression desired,
he returned the gold to the old lawyer
and thereafter lived without want. When
he died, the strong box, which he had kept
locked with a great show of secrecy, was
opened. There was nothing in it but a
hatchet and a slip-of paper, which read:
“ He who would give away liis property
•before he is dead would do better to take
this liatchot and cut off his head. ’ ’—Wash
ington Post.
A Queen’s Bath.

Persons who pride themselves upon what
they call their sturdy common sense affect
to despise elaborate civilities under the ex
pressive term of ‘ ‘ starch. ’ ’ None the less
do such sacrifices to exacting graces flour
ish, and certainly not less in countries
nearer home than among the Hovas of
Madagascar, who were, even before their
annexation, nothing if not Parisian.
Starch is, however, at the court of Anta
nanarivo no mere matter of form. Rather,
if one may say so, a form of matter, for it
is the starch so indispensable in our laun
dries that, like Shakespeare’s divinity, doth
hedge around tho queen, Ranayalo. She,
like Marie Antoinette, is accustomed to
receive state visitors in her morning tub,
and quite seeing tho disadvantages of hav
ing her bathwater, like her state policy,
too clear, the starch is thrown into it to
dissolve as a white veil around tho queen.
Am ong dignitaries thus received by her
was, according to the Paris correspondent
of The Times, a French embassador, M.
Le Myre de Vilers, who, after a plentiful
use of diplomatic ‘ ‘ soft soap, ’ ’ retired high
ly confident. An old Hova, however, more
experienced in Madagascan etiquette, took
a different view of the results of M. de
Vilers’ mission. ‘ ‘ Oh, he w ill not obtain
anything,” he said; “ there was too much
starch.” Excessive starch would seem to
make queens and collars alike ‘ 1stuck up. ”
—London Graphic.
Iceboxes

T ot

Cut Flowers.

Florists keep thoir reserve stock o f cut
flowers in iceboxes, having the door open
ing in front. Sometimes the door is made
with glass panels, through which the flow
ers may bo seen. Tho larger iceboxes of
the wholesale dealer in cut flowers are in
dimensions more like a deep, good sized
closet. The door is sufficiently high so
that ono m. •Step through it into tho in
terior and Meet tlio flowers required.
Flowers are wrought from the greenhouses
of tho grov> ers to the wholesale dealers in
the city packed in boxes made for the pur
pose, but without ice. The distances are
comparatively short, the flowers aro
brought by express and handled quickly,
and ico is not needed. Flowers shipped
from hero to distant points— it is not un
usual to send flowers from hero to points
hundreds of miles away—aro packed in
boxes mado for that purpose with a com
partment for ice, which is wrapped in pa
per to preserve it.—New York Sun.
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Rifle

□ I s n o w r e a d y in t h r e e C a l i b e r s .3 0 U„ S 0A .
s m o k le s s Pow d er?
M m e

-72-275 a n d .40=72a3 3 0 9 b o tli b l a c k a n d s m o k e le s s

Wmehester Rifles used in this Section than any oilier*
make*

St is a Favorite with the
Send f o r 1 1 1 P a g

«

Catalogue, F ree.

'W inchester R epea tin g A r m s C o®
Haverij Conn.
Stores: 312 Broadway, New York; 418 ancl 420 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.
Called to Account.

25l Sketch o f Charles Lamb.

As hig frame, so was his genius. It
We do not often read of General Jackson
being worsted in any personal encounter, was as fit for thought as could be and
but a contributor to The American His equally unfit for action, and this ren
torical Register tells the following story in dered him melancholy, apprehensive, hu
a paper on General John Adair of ’Ken morous and willing to make the best of
tucky. Adair had commanded the Ken everything as it was, both from tender
tucky forces in the battle of New Orleans, ness ct heart and abhorrence of alteration.
Jan. 8, 1815. His command had been com His understanding was too great to admit
plimented by Jackson and by the legisla an absurdity; his frame was not strong
enough to deliver it from a fear. His sen
ture of his state.
Strangely enough after this, when “ gen sibility to strong contrasts was the founda
tle peace returning’ ’ had restored him to his tion of his humor, which was that of a
Kentucky home, news came that, General wit no once melancholy and willing to be
Jackson had thrown some slur upon the pleased. He would beard a superstition
Kentucky troops. Tho next day after tho I and shudder at the old phantasm while he
arrival of the news the stately figure of did it. One could havo imagined him
General Adair was seen riding calmly cracking a jest in the teeth of a ghost and
through the streets of Harrodsburg, bear then melting into thin air himself, out of
ing southward. He conferred with no • sympathy with the aw/ui. His humor
body, but somehow it took breath that and his knowledge both were those uf
General Adair had gone to call General Hamlet, of Moliere, of Carlin, who shook
Jackson to account for his aspersions of a city with laughter, and, in order to d i
vert his molancholy, was recommended to
the Kentucky troops.
There were no railroads, no telegraphs go and hear himself.—Leigh H unt’s A u 
then, and but few mails. Public curiosity tobiography.
and feeling rose to fever heat, which was
A ll In the Same Boat.
not appeased, for General Adair, after not
Husband— These trousers that I want
many days, rode back through tho village
as silently and grandly as he had gone out. to wear at the fishing party have not a sin
Whether at tongue point or pistol point gle brace button on.
Wife (sweetly)— Then, John, if yourparthe demand was made is not known. Gen
eral Jackson made the amende honorable, Ojy is drowned, I shall be able to identify
and public enthusiasm in Kentucky knew your body from the others.
Husband (savagely)—No, you won’t;
no bounds.
Once a chatty granddaughter of Adair, the others are all married men too.—Pear
telling me this incident, said: “ I askod son’s Weekly.
grandpa, ‘ Suppose General Jackson had
Self Reproach.
not backed down?’ ‘ Then I would havo
“ Waal, I be gol ding darned and gol
backed him into th8 Cumberland river!’
ho answered. ’ ’
swoozled,” exclaimed Uncle A bner as he
D utch Politeness.

A visitor to tho Netherlands, as soon a
he walks out, is attracted by the street
salutations, which reveal the formal po
liteness of the Dutch.
Everybody bows, nobody nods, and mere
touching of the hat is unknown. The gen
tleman bows first; but, although he may
have bowed for ten years, ho is denied tho
privilege of addressing the lady. A bow
is given to every acquaintance.
A Dutchman gives an order to a work
man and takos off his hat with a bow that
would not bring discredit to a duke. If
he meets hi neighbor’s kitchen girl, he
salutes her as he does her mistress, and the
menservants give their recognition on
meeting ladies.
Every on bows on passing a house
where acquaintances reside, and it is
amusing to see men go by and take off
their hats at the windows, it being quite
immaterial whether any of the family is
visible. Ladies make a polite bend of the
whole body as they pass houses where they
visit.
Tradesmen salute all their customers.
A lady is bowed to by all her father’s,
brother’ s or husband’s friends, and If a
Dutch boy’s father or brother has ever met
a lady, that boy must recognize her. Every
man takes off his hat to every other man
that he knows, tho dustman and the pas
tor bowing as politely as two lords.— Gold
en Rule.

brought his hand down with great force
on the rail of the piazza where he was sit
ting. “ I ’ll be gol ding darned and gol
swoozled if w a’nt that?”

“ What’s the matter, Uncle Abner?”
“ I t ’s jist come to roe now. That Sillsbeo girl that I uster keep company with
wa’nt so simple as she looked to be. One
night when I called on her and we were
settin pretty elus’ she says, ‘ Abner, don’t
you think the light is too high?’ It wa’ nt
very high, and I said I didn’t think that
it was too high, and now it’s jist come to
me that she wanted me to turn it down
and kiss her. I never thought of it before.
What a gol ding darn jay I was!”
“ How long is that since, Uncle Abner?”
“ It’s nigh on to 30 year ago, and I never
thought of it till now. What a gol ding
jay I was!” — Boston Courier.
Kean and His Audience.

_The sympathy between Kean and his au
dience is well illustrated by an anecdote respecting the great actor’s fir^; appearance
in the character of Sir Giles Overreach,
Afer the performance he went home and
told liis. wife that he had achieved a great
triumph. “ Why, ” he said, ‘ ‘ at the end of
the performance the pit rose at me, frantic
with enthusiasm. ’ ’ Mrs. Kean, who was
a bit of a tuft hunter, said, “ But what did
Lord —— think of it?”
Kean replied,
" D - n L o r d ------ ! I played to the in
telligence of the pit, which understood and
rewarded m e.” —Notes and Queries.

FANNED BY A SNAKE.
I t W as Tamo, Had Been Tanght Tricks
and Was Quito Useful.

“ About five years ago,” paid C. T. Buckman, a well known resident of Visalia,
“ while I was spending a snmmer in the
mountains northeast of Visalia, I captured
a large bullsnake.
“ Being alone in the mountains and hav
ing lots of spare time on my hands, I was
able to teach Slippery Dick tricks. I
taught him to come at call, to coil up, to
dance and many other tricks. He would
coil up on the table his head in the center
of the coil, elevated, about six inches in
the air. I would place the handle of a
small fan in his mouth, and then Dick
would gently wave the fan to and fro, and
thus keep the flies and insects away from
my face when I slept.
“ He was as good as a cat to keep the
house free from mice. I often saw* him
bring in 10 to 12 in a day. His fondness
for mice was his ruin.
It happened
this way: One day I missed Dick, and
though I hunted and called all day I could
not find any trace of my pet. One day,
about a week after his disappearance, hav
ing occasion to explore the loft of the cabin
in which I was residing, I came across the
remains of my old friend. Apparently he
had been more than ordinarily mouse hun
gry, and in his haste to satL ’ o his appetite
had swallowed a live mouse, and the
mouse had done the rest. Pc :r Dick, I can
imagine his surprise at the strange com
motion on his inside, but it v; as a case of
reward for gluttony. No doubt lie repent
ed when it was too late. ” —San Francisco
Call.
Ugly Atbonisn Coins.

It is little surprising that the Athenian
coins are less beautiful than somo others.
They always preserved an affectation of
archaism. The Attic drachmas bore the
head of Athene, and on the reverse an owl,
often standing on a lyre, the whole in a
myrtle wreath. Plutarch, in his “ Lysander,” tells an amusing tale how Glippus
had been sent to Sparta with a great sum
of money-as a bribe, and how he unripped
the bottoms of the sacks and stole large
sums, sewing up the sacks again, not
knowing that there was a writing in each
sack saying how much coin it held. On
coming to Sparta he hid his plunder under
the tiles of his house, showing the Ephors
the unbroken seals on the months of the
sacks. When the Ephors opened these,
they were in great perplexity. But Glip
pus’ servant betrayed him, saying, “ that
under the tiles roosted the owls. ’ ’ The
consternation was great. Glippus fletj, and
I the stern Spartans declared that for the
j future they would use ^iron coinage made
j redhot and quenched in vinegar to' make
it hard and unpliable. In tho laws of So
lon, COO B. C., the punishment of
; 5s
recorded against forging the cob, .
Brooklyn Eagle.
Tho Mohammedan year is lunar. The
civil months of the Mohammedan are
adopted to the lunar months by the cycle
of -30 years, in which 19 have 354 days and
11 have'355.
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RANGELEY LAKES

George Wilbur engineer on the regular
Miss Georgia Esty has been ill for a few
Dr. S. A. Ross has been sick the past
train of the P. & R. was one of the first to
days.
week.
help get out the engine for the fire, he
Harry Dennison is working for C. W.
Episcopal services were recently held at took hold of the brake and after tw o
S ociety Notes, Rangeley.
Barrett.
the Mountain View.
Saturday, Aug 29. Regular meeting Rangeley
strokes fell back dead.
He has been
Hon. Joel Wilbur reeurned to _Phillips,
Commandery No. 408, Order of the Golden
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Caswell, of New troubled with heart desease. He leaves a
Wednesday.
Cross. Meet in Church Vestry.
York, returned on Saturday and went to widow.
Wednesday p. m., Aug 26, Regular meeting
George Haley and wife, of Phillips, were Indian Rock Sunday. They were the first
W . C. T. U., at the Library.
On Saturday evening at the Rangeley
in town over Sunday.
to be entertained at the Association build
Lake House, a series of tableaux, rep
ing
after
the
reopening.
Mrs.
Eben
Hinkley
has
gone
to
the
Rock
S ocity Notes, Phillips.
resenting well-known books, and character
to resume her former position.
An excursion over the Phillips & Range- sketches, were given by some of the guests,
Blonday, Aug 24, Regular meeting Mt. Abram
Edwin Peary and son of Avon were in ley and Sandy River railroads is advertis under the direction of Mr. and Mrs. Wads
Lodge, No. C5, A . O. U. W . Hall in Bates
ed the 26th. of August to accomodate worth, of Plainfield, N. J., the following
town Friday looking for blueberries.
Block.
Tuesday, Aug 25. Mt. Saddleback Lodge, I. O
Daniel M. Bonney, County Treasurer, those who wish to hear the Hon. Thomas were rendered and highly appreciated:
O. F„ No. 92. Hall, Beal Block.
B. Reed. Fare one dollar for the round The Story of a Sleeve—Miss Thomas,
of Farmington was in town Tuesday.
Wednesday, Aug. 26. Regular Commumcaion,
trip. Regular trains.
Messrs. Shirk and Wadsworth.
Ernest
Haley
went
to
Fairbanks,
Satur
Blue Mountain Lodge, No. 67, F. & A . M.,
There will be a Republican mass meet
The Heavenly Twins—Masters Maxwell
day to work for his uncle, A. J. Haley.
•
at Masonic Hall.
ing at Farmington, Wednesday, Aug. 26 Smith and Clarence Rogers.
Thursday, Aug. 20, Regular meeting Cushman
Mr. and Mrs. R. F. Bonney, from their
1896. Hon. Thomas B. Reed will speak
Their Wedding Journey—Miss Mattingly
Post, No. 87, G. A . R., at Grange Hall, at
cottage at Phillips, were at the Rangeley
2.00 P. M.
on the political issues of the day. Parties Messrs. Johnson and Thomas.
Lake House on Tuesday.
Thursday, Aug. 20, Regular meeting Woman’s
going from Rangeley should take a regu
The First Violin—Mr. Albert Shirk.
Four buckboards, one tw o seated and lar train. Fare for round trip $1.00
Relief Corps at Grange Hall, 6.30 P. M.
Ships that Pass in the Night—Messrs.
Saturday, Aug.22 , North Franklin Grange, No. one single wagon went to Loon and
For several days past, at an early hour Johnson and Joseph Wadsworth.
186, Patrons of Husbandry, at Grange Hall. Kennebago Lakes Monday, loaded with
The New Woman—Miss Marble.
in the morning an immense number of
Saturday, Aug 22, Regular meeting Phillips passengers.
The Complete Angler—Mr. Thomas.
swallows could be seen on the roofs of
Commandery, No. 402, Order of the Gold
Charles W . Barrett is working on canoes several of the houses on pleasant street.
Trilby—Miss Mattingly.
en Cross. Grange Hall.
at the present time. He is making more Finally they disappear only to come again
All Sorts and Conditions of Men—
canoes every year, the demand for them is the next morning. Where do they go?
Messrs. Rippey, Albert Shirk, Thomas and
increasing.
Johnson.
A |ew weeks ago mention was made of
Jarvis D. Esty, of Soquel, Cal. formley the beautiful rainbows Rangeley people
Looking Backwards—Miss Linnell.
P ra ctica l P olitics.
A Study in Scarlet—Mrs. Litchfield.
of this place, is sick with pneumonia. He are privileged to see, but the most brilliant
A lady wanted hoarders, and
Napoleon—Mr. Albert Shirk.
has been quite sick but at last accounts one ever seen by the writer was after the
She advertised this way:
Black Beauty—Mr. Rippy.
was recovering.
“I want some men who understand
shower last Sunday night. It was so
Six Girls—Misses Thomas, Mattingly,
The issues of the day.”
Harry Dutton, wife and children were brilliant that the reflection of itself was
For when men argue and discuss,
up from Pleasant Island Camps with a nearly as bright as the average bow of Marble, Wadsworth, Miller and QuackenTime slips along on wheels,
party, Friday. They took dinner at the promise. With these tw o semi-circles, the boss.
And she had clearly figured thus:
Courtship of Miles Standish—Miss Barr
Rangeley Lake House.
extreme ends of which apparently going to
They'd miss just half their meals.
and Mr. Johnson.
the
ground,
crowned
old
Saddleback
and
John
Haley
has
a
fine
assortment
of
can
—Chicago Record.
The program was interspersed with ap
ned goods, and they are fresh. His prices made the scenery all the more grand and
propriate
music rendered by Mrs. Vilas
are wajr down as he sells for cash and has majestic as it is at ail times. It was a
It lias been cooler.
and Miss Thomas, and recitations by Miss
no “ poor account” profit to place on his sight not often seen.
Two cars packed full Saturday night.
Linnell.
goods.
D. E. Hinkley has begun his fall plow
Rangeley Lake House Register.
A party of eleven young people from the
Mr. Herrick had 1164 pieces in his
ing.
W ednesday, Aug. 12.—E. A. Henenway, Rangeley Lake House, chaperoned by Mrs.
souvenir china in one box and not a Boston:
. C. Allen, Portland; N. P. Noble, Shirk, drove over to Mountain View on
Luther Nile, Esq., has begun cutting his large one either', and in addition the Phillips; W
G. M. Currier, C. O. Estes, F. E. Voter
grain.
and
wife,
Farmington;
A. Woods and wife, Monday afternoon where they took supper,
pieces were packed in German news Boston; H. W . Lane andS. wife,
Leeds; Mrs. J.
Charles Hammond, of Coplin, was in papers and he says he has over a cord S. Hart, Wisconsin; Miss Burnham, Racine; J. returning by moonlight.
F. S------ — and wife, Barten; H. W . True and
town Saturday.
There was an exhibition and sale of art
of paper.
wife, Phillips; W. J. Whitney, Portland; C. H.
Maun and party, Washington, D. C.: Mrs. I. S. needlework and material from Foss Bros,
Isaac W . Smith and wife, of Madrid were
A.
S. Pratt, the photographer, has re
Lowell, Roxbury, Mass.; Mrs. K. Nichols, Mrs.
in town Sunday.
turned from his vacation and is now A. F. Austin, Mabel Hunter, Farmington; to Hamilton PI. Boston, Wednesday at
Anna Stevens, Boston; Geo. Phillips, Phillips; Rangeley Lake House.
Archie McKeen was up from Camp ready to resume his portrait business. J.
W . Fairbanks, Farmington; Dennis Daggett,
A t the progressive euchre party last
His stay is limited to a very shot time J. W - Brackett. Phillips: L. J. Brackett, Bos
Lucky last Friday.
ton; A. T. Wells, Enoch W . Whitcomb, Farm week, the first prizes were given to Mrs.
and
all
wishing
good
work
should
im
Jose Nile is to be skipper on the Molly
ington; A. W . Evans, Boston, Mass.; B. G. Bar J. Curtiss Smith and Mr. Leeds Johnston.
prove this opportunity. It, 13.
ker, Arlington; Abram Morton, Phillips; W . A.
for the rest of the season.
Engley, wife and child. Attleboro, Mass.; C. S. The consolation prizes were awarded to
Mrs. Ethel Proctor and Mrs. Emma Towne, Boston; A. B. Nichols, Cambridge; W. Miss Linnell and Mr. Ripley.
Abner T. Hinkley, of Phillips, has been
McCard, and son Harold went on the C. Mentzer and wife. C. A. Mentzer, Boston;
visiting his uncle, Eben Hinkley.
G. E. Jenkins, Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Ionet, New
Maine’ Own is Always the Best.
excui-sion to Peak’ s Island last Saturday. York.
Joseph Tibbetts and family went rasp- Mrs. McCard returned last Monday night.
T h u r s d a y . Aug. 13.—Mrs. R. W . Clemson,
Every State has its own Keeley Institute
berrying on the Dead River road Friday. Mrs. Proctor will remain for tw o or three Middleton, N. Y .; Mrs. W . B. French, C. M. Maine’s Keeley Institute is in Deering. Every
Blake, Boston; Mrs. J. S. Chase, Hartford: C. train on the Maine Central and the Portland &
The Saturday night train was a little weeks, visiting at Portland, Livermore G. Dole, Jr., Cambridge; Wm. L. Gerrish, Geo. Rochester Railroadsstop at this station (West
E.
Clark, A. P. Whittier, Seth F. Clark, R. F. brook Junction). It is the best, the nearest,
over an hour late, delay on the Maine Falls, Canton and other places.
Sawyer, Portland; Horace North and wife, the cheapest and has a Keeley graduate for
Central.
Augusta;
John Gott and wife, Gloucester; its physician, who understands every pang and
There is one souvenir, sportsmen, that Geo. W . Southink,
Stamford; H. W. Knight, want of the patient. This is the only Keeley
C.
E. Parker, with family and guests,tourists and visitors should not overlook Lewiston; Chas. Henderson. Brooklyn; L. D. Institute in New England authorized by Dr
Leslie E. Keeley. or the Keeley Co. to do busi
was in town Saturday from Camp previous to their return home. It not only Crafts. Holyoke.
F r id a y Aug. 14.—Geo. D. Nevsns and lady, ness in Maine. Look around you and see the
Winona.
has a pleasing reminder of one of Range- Lewiston; Horace Stone, Mrs, Hope J. Stone, permanent cures from your own Institute
C. A. Cushman and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Thos.
A heavy bladk smoke arose Saturday a ley’ s business men in the form of a portrait Miller, A . W . Cushman, H. S. Richardson,
but
the
article
itself
will
be
found
in
D IE D .
Herbert A . Tucker, Boston; Jar es Rese,
mile north of the village. It was from a
Nr. and Mrs. Ramsdill, Philadelphia;
valuable. Look in our advertising col Brooklyn;
cutdown.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A . Fowler. Master C. A . Fow
In West Phillips, Aug. 12, “ rs. Aurilla
umns for “ Natt Ellis’ Lotion’ ’ and take a ler, Jr., New York; Elmer A. Lord and wife,
Engineer Wilbur made up 17 minutes of
Boston; Harry Dutton, J/arion Dutton, J/arry (Dwight) Lufkin, aged 58 yrs.
bottle
with
you.
Dutton, J/edford; Mrs. S. S. Houghten, E. H.
the 22 that the train was late out of Phil
Pnillips, Aug. 14, Edna Hoar, only daughter
The Captain and Engineer on the Irene Houghten Jfelrose.
lips Thursday night.
S a surd ay Aug. 15—Will E. Wyman, Port of Wesley Hoar, aged 16 yrs. 7 mo.
are born detectives. The artistic poster land; J. Henry Bratten, James Starr, Philadel
Frederick Noble, who is at the Rangeof R a n g e l e y L a k e s , that hangs in the phia; J. C. Mulligan, Brooklyn; Jos. T. Wads
ley Lake House, made a visit to the Cas
worth, Plainfield N J.; Benj. A . Swasey and
steamer’ s cabin, has twice been “ pinched” wife, Rumford Falls; Mr. and Mrs. John H Cas
cades in Greenvale, Saturday p. m. Jose
well and wife, Mrs. Cyrus Curtiss, New York;
by
collectors
of
posters,
and
each
time
re
Nile went as guide.
S. A. Wilbur, C. H. Putnam, and wife. Geo.
covered by the above officials. The last Bean and wife, Boston; Mr, and Mrs. C. J. F.
Dr. C. H. Fessenden, wife, son and maid time it had reached the train and in a few Allen, Miss Etta Allen, Chas. W . Allen, Arthur
are visiting Mrs. F ’ s parents, Mr. and minutes would have been beyond recovery. D. Allen, Louisville, Ky.; T. J. Buffum and wife
Lenoxvffle, Mass.; Jas. E. Baker add wife,
Mrs. C. T. Richardson.
An inspection would show one that they Miss S.Eyers, Miss B. Vanderbilt, N. Y . City;
and Mrs. C. A. Nichols, Grace Nichols, Mr.
E. I. Herrick, has just opened a fine are not lithographs, but are done by hand Mr.
TO
and Mrs. R. W, Day, Springfield, Mass.: Henry
A.
Gilman,
Haverhill.
display in souvenir china. He has views and represent from half-a-day to a day’s
S um day Aug. 16—Charles H.Oehmand wife,
of Rangeley Lake, Rangeley Lake House, work in each.
Baltimore; Seth F. Clark. R. F. Sawyer, Port
Pleasant
Island,
Mooselookineguntie
There is heaps of sport (to those watch land.
Monday Aug. 17.—Mr. and Mrs. Geo. F. God
House and Kennebago Lake House. These ing) in the sailing of John Russell’ s sail
frey, Bangor; W. P. Eaton, Redington; Mr. and
are reproduced on 30 varieties of china. boat. Had it not been for Marble’ s Wharf Mrs, Foster Shuberrme; Lexington; Geo. W .
ON
He has also added a selection of souvenir last Monday the Rangeley Lake House Gregory aud wife, Boston, H. M. Knapp,
Bridgeport; J. E. Bushell and wife, New York.
celluloid goods.
would have been wrecked; the boat was
T uesday Aug. 18,—Dr. J. A. Hegemad, Mrs.
J- A. Hegeman, Possaic, N. J.; Daniel M. Bon
'VC'illiam Dodge, of Farmington, brother sailing before the wind, dead on for the ney, Farmington, P. F. Bonney and wife, Phil
of Mrs. S. A . Ross, [has been visiting at hotel, but luckily the wharf intervened and lips; Dr. L. F. Criado, Rodger Capiado, Miss
Minnie Baner. Brooklyn; H. P. Williams. Miss
the latter’ s home for the past week. Mr. the boat stopped. Some one ran it on a A . B. Reynolds, E. B Pearson, HaveahUl; R.
Dodge has spent a good deal of his life in reef and jumped overboard to clear it, they W Hunt, So. Weymouth, Jfass.; Fred H. Fran Will speak at 2 o ’clock on the political
cis, Belfast; F. C. Bucknam. Lewiston; J. T.
issues of the day.
South America, coming to Farmington a cleared the reof and went into water ten Porter, Hartford; Dwight Porter, J/alden,
feet
deep.
The
boat
was
gotten
off
and
J/ass;
Chas. G. Rumford and wife, Lewis Rum
little over a year ago. For 35 years,
ford, Wilmington, Del.; Dr. E. I. Balcom,
previous to last year, he did not see a the first mate climbed on board just as tho Whitinsville: J/iss Combs Jflss Clara Combs,
particle of snow. Mr. Dodge will be 85 “ land ho” went up. The boat landed. An Baltimore; Saul Simons and wife, N. Y.
W ednesday Aug. 19.—Dr. L. Criado and son, JE|f"Take regular train.
years old the first of September, and for a appeal to the U. S. goverment for a cor M. Baner, Brooklyn; Edwin C. Foss, Boston; J,
rect
chart
of
the
lake
is
to
be
made.
A
Eastman, Portland; Frank Lawrence. New
man who has travelled so much as he,
York; Walter Buckman, guide.
sailing master would be a good thing.
holds his age remarkably well.
AMONG THE ORDERS.

L ocal P aragraphs.

EXCURSION

Farmington

W ed n esd ay, A u g. 26.

Thomas B. Reed

Fare from Rangeley $1.

